High performance fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry via a single trap electrode.
An open-ended cylindrical cell with a single annular trap electrode located at the center of the excitation and detection region is demonstrated for Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry. A trapping well is created by applying a static potential to the trap electrode of polarity opposite the charge of the ion to be trapped, after which conventional dipolar excitation and detection are performed. The annular trap electrode is axially narrow to allow the creation of a potential well without excessively shielding excitation and detection. Trapping is limited to the region of homogeneous excitation at the cell centerline without the use of capacitive coupling. Perfluorotributylamine excitation profiles demonstrate negligible axial ejection throughout the entire excitation voltage range even at an effective centerline potential of only -0.009 V. High mass resolving power in the single-trap electrode cell is demonstrated by achievement of mass resolving power of 1.45 × 10(6) for benzene during an experiment in which ions created in a high pressure source cubic cell are transferred to the low pressure analyzer single-trap electrode cell for detection. Such high performance is attributed to the negligible radius dependent radial electric field for ions cooled to the center of the potential well and accelerated to less than 60% of the cell radius. An important distinction of the single-trap electrode geometry from all previous open and closed cell arrangements is exhibition of combined gated and accumulated trapping. Because there is no potential barrier, all ions penetrate into the trapping region regardless of their translational energy as in gated trapping, but additional ions may accumulate over time, as in accumulated trapping. Ions of low translational kinetic energy are demonstrated to be preferentially trapped in the single-trap electrode cell. In a further demonstration of the minimal radial electric field of the single-trap electrode cell, positive voltages can be applied to the annular trap electrode as well as the source cell trap electrode to achieve highly efficient transfer of ions between cells.